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Abstract—Internet and Communication Technologies
operates widely in a multi-server environment.
Authentication is one of a primary concern in multiserver environment. There are so many remote user
authentication schemes using smart cards that operate in
multi-server environment. But there are some
authentication bottlenecks that these schemes suffer from.
We have analyzed some schemes on the grounds of some
specific security requirements and goals. In this paper, we
propose a scheme that integrates key exchange and
session key agreement in one phase and also supports
traceability feature and resists denial of service attack.
Index Terms—The Internet and Communication
Technologies (ICT), multi-server environment, dynamic
Id, traceability, denial of service, authentication.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet has become an essential part of our daily
life. We are living in an era, where we are surrounded by
Internet and Communication Technology (ICT).The
expeditious burgeoning of technology and the internet, is
leading to the Internet of Things (IoT)[1] which is all
about the proposed development of ICT in such a way
that everyday objects are connected and allowed to send
and receive data and information. Such a progressive
scenario comes up with the concerns of security. Security
involves ensuring confidentiality, integrity and
availability of data [2].Authentication is a process in
which an entity proves itself to be the one that it actually
claims to be. In 1981, the classic technique is password
based for authentication, which uses a one-way hash
encryption function and it was proposed by Leslie
Lamport [3]. However, this scheme could not resist
interpolation attack [4]. To overcome the weakness of
maintaining the verification table[5], Chang and Wu
presented a new remote user password authentication
scheme by using smart cards [6]. This scheme eliminated
the need of maintaining verifier table. Several schemes
and improvements [7]-[9] have been proposed, but these
Copyright © 2016 MECS

schemes were based on static login identity. The use of
static login identity was found to be leaking some partial
information in many applications and it is necessary to
protect the partial information because an attacker may
use this information to launch an attack. M.L. Das et. al.
presented a new concept of dynamic ID based remote
user authentication scheme [10] and later many schemes
were developed that were based on the concept of
dynamic identity [11]-[13].
In conventional user
authentication schemes, a user is required to log into
various remote servers by registering again and again and
also he/she is supposed to remember the various user
identities and passwords. Considering this problem in
mind, Lee and Chang proposed a user identification and a
key distribution scheme based on the difficulty of
factorization and hash function for multi-server
environment [14]. In multi-server architecture oriented
schemes, the user is registered once in a registration
server and can use all the permitted services on remote
servers using single ID and password. Liao & Wang
proposed a dynamic Id based remote user authentication
scheme for multi server environments [15] where the
user’s identity changes dynamically in each session and
this scheme was claimed to resist various attacks and
achieve mutual authentication. Cheng Chi Lee et. al.
proposed a scheme with the anonymity that can resist
several attacks, but it was lacking in mutual
authentication[16]. In 2012, S. S. Baboo and K. Gokulraj
introduced a dynamic authentication scheme, which
included a number of factors such as the password,
password index, and date of modification are important
factors, which decide the dynamicity in authentication.
The basic idea behind this approach was vulnerability of
static approach authentication schemes to different types
of attacks in networked communication[17]. Xiong Li et.
al. presented a scheme which was designed in order to
protect the user from being tracked[18]. Kaiping Xue et.
al. proposed dynamic pseudonym identity-based
authentication and key agreement scheme that provides
traceability and identity protection[19]. Hari Om et al
proposed a method based on a 3-D Geometric approach,
to authenticate the login request sent by a user located at
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far distance [20]. Leu and Hsieh presented a
comparatively more secure and practical scheme that uses
few hashing operations in its implementation [21].
In this paper, we present an algorithm that not only
eliminates the risks associated with the studied algorithms
but also is reliable.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the related work and Section III describes the
proposed scheme. Section IV discusses the analysis of the
proposed scheme and also presents the comparative
analysis of the proposed scheme with other studied
schemes. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.

RC selects the master key x and a secret number y to
compute h(x|| y) and h(SIDj||h(y)) and then shares them
with Sj through a secure channel.
An attacker will try to replay the login message
then,the
RC
will
compute
does not get verified
and so replay attack won’t succeed, but during this time if
several replay attacks are caused then it will make the
registration server busy leading to denial of service.
C.

 The User (Ui)
 The Service Providing Server (Sj)
 Control Server (CS).

II. RELATED WORK
This section presents a review of some dynamic Id
based remote user authentication techniques operative in
the multi server environment that we have studied and
analyzed. There are some general notations used in the
paper as explained in Table 1.
Table 1. General Notations used in Paper
S.N.

SYMBOL

1
2
3
4
5

ID
PW
h(.)

6

y

7
8

x
SIDj

||

DESCRIPTION
Identity of User
Password of User
Hash function
Bitwise XOR operation
Concatenation operation
Secret value of server(to be stored on the
smart card)
Secret value of server
Service Providing Server’s identity

A. In Cheng Chi Lee Scheme [16], there are three
participants involved:
 The User (Ui),
 The Service Providing Server (Sj)
 Registration Center (RC).
RC selects the master key x and a secret number y to
compute h(x||y) and h(y) and then it shares h(x||y) and h(y)
with Sj through a secure channel. The master secret key x
and secret number y are known to RC only.
The scheme does not support traceability and also if an
attacker
will
try
to
replay
the
login
message
{
}
then
S
will
compute
but
would not get
verified by the and so replay attack won’t succeed, but
meanwhile if, several replay attacks occur, then the server
will become busy in unnecessary computations leading to
denial of service.
B. In Xiong Li, Jian Ma et al Scheme [17], three
participants are there:
 The User(Ui)
 The Service Providing Server(Sj)
 Registration Center(RC)
Copyright © 2016 MECS

In Kaiping Xue et al Scheme[18], there are three
participants:

The scheme provides the unique feature of traceability
which supports tracing the user’s identity at the control
server during the verification phase.
D.

In Leu and Hsieh Scheme [19], a random number is
used to represent the identity indirectly, which in
turn results in difficulty to guess a random number
rather than a logical identity. There are three
participants in the scheme:
 The User (Ui)
 The Service Providing Server(Sj)
 Registration Server (RC)

RC selects the master key x and a secret number y to
compute h(x||y) and h(y)parameters and then RC shares
them with service providing server (Sj) through a secure
channel. The master key x and a secret number y are
known to RC only.
The password is not transmitted to the server in a plain
text format and so an insider cannot easily perform an
attack. But let a malicious insider user (Uf), possessing a
legitimate smart card, can directly get h(y)from the
elements stored in the smart card. The attacker Uf first
computes Tf, Bf and Vf as:(
(

)
(

))

Tf, Bf, Vf and h(x∥y) can be obtained by brute force
attack. By knowing these two values, the attacker can
perform eavesdropping attacks to find the session key
shared among any other users, the related service
providing servers and RC. An attacker will try to replay
the login message
then S will compute
. But Mij does not get verified and so
replay attack won’t succeed, but during this time if
several replay attacks are caused then it will make the
server busy leading to denial of service.
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(5)

III. PROPOSED SCHEME
On the basis of analysis and thorough review of
various schemes, we have identified that all the reviewed
schemes provide identity protection, session key
agreement and a separate phase for password update or
change. Masquerade attack cannot be performed on all
the schemes, except on the Leu and Hsieh scheme. A
replay attack is only possible on the C.C. Lee scheme, but
the rest of the schemes are safe from it as they make use
of either timestamp or nonces.
Therefore, it is necessary to give a sight on these goals
for future research and develop an algorithm that satisfies
all the security requirements and attains all the goals.
There are some requirements that an ideal password
authentication scheme should hold the line against.
On the basis of analysis and thorough study of various
schemes, we have developed our new scheme. Our
scheme consists of three entities:

Step R3:

CS issues a smart card to Ua, and the card contains (Qa,
Ra, Ba,h())on card.
Step R4:
Then, Ua enters b into his/her smart card, the smart card
contains (Qa, Ra, Ba,h(),b).
For Service Providing Server Sa, he/she sends its ID,
SIDj to CS. CS chooses a random number d and
computes
(6)
(7)
CS sends

 The User (Ua),
 The Service Providing Server (Sj ) and
 The Control Server (CS).

:

to Service Providing Server.

B. Login and Verification Phase:

The CS is considered to be a trusted party. The CS
selects the master key x and the secret number y. The
scheme contains following phases:

When the user wishes to use the services provided by
the remote server .
Step L1:

 The Initialization and Registration Phase
 The Login and Verification Phase
 The Password Change Phase

Ua inserts the smart card into reader and inputs the
password PWa and calculate as:-

A. The Initialization and Registration Phase:

(9)

(8)

When a user Ua wishes to access the services, he/she
has to submit his/her identity IDa and password PWa to
the CS. There are following steps:-

Now, Check whether
(10)

Step R1:
if yes then do
The user Ua freely selects his/her identity IDa,
password PWa and a random number b. Then, Ua
computes Aa as

(11)
(12)

(1)
⨁

Then submits IDa and Aa and b to the control server CS
for registration through a secure channel.

(13)

⨁

Step R2:

(14)

On receiving the registration message (IDa, Aa, b),
CS chooses a random number c for the user Ua and
computes

(15)
and sends
providing server.

to the service

(2)
Step L2:
(3)
(4)
Copyright © 2016 MECS

When Sj receives the login message, it performs
following operations:-
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It checks whether

(16)

(34)
Then checks whether

if yes then do
(17)

and sends
the control server.

(35)

If yes, then Sj sends

to the user.

(18)

Step L5:

(19)

On receiving the message from Sj, following
operations are performed at user terminal:

to

(36)
(37)

Step L3:
On receiving the message, the control server performs
following operations. At first, it checks
Whether

(20)

if yes then proceed as
(21)

Then checks whether

(38)

and if it does not hold true, Ua terminates the session
otherwise the authentication of CS and Sj is verified by
U a.
Now, Sj, Ua and CS can compute a common session
key
SK as
(39)

(22)
(23)
(24)
Then again∗ checks whether

(25)

C. Password Change Phase:
When the user Ua wants to change the password, he/she
has to submit his/her identity IDa and password PWa to
the CS. The steps of the password change phase are as
follows:

if yes then do

(40)
(26)

Further checks whether

(27)

if yes, Then the user is verified by CS.
(28)
Extract Na1 from Vaj and generate nonce Na3

Check whether

(42)

If yes, then it asks for a new password and sends it to
the control server.
The whole algorithm is presented as following.
Algorithm1. Registration and Initialization Phase

(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
Now, CS sends
providing server.

(41)

to the service

Step L4:
On receiving the message from CS, Sj performs
following operations:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Start
At User Terminal
User inserts card into terminal enters his IDa
and PWa
b ← random number
MSG
Ua sends
At Control Server

CS stores
and send it to user.

;

on smart card

(33)
Copyright © 2016 MECS
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22.
Algorithm 2. Login and Verification Phase

||

23.
1.

||

Start
24. Then again checks whether

At User Terminal
2.

, If yes

then do

User inserts card into terminal, enters IDa and

25.

PWa

26. Further checks whether

, if yes, then

the user is verified by CS.

3.
27.
4.

28. Extract Na1 from Vaj and generate nonce Na3.
5.

check if Ba*=Ba ,if yes then computes

|

29.

|

30.

6.

|

31.
7.

|

32.
33. Now, CS sends

8.

to the service

providing server.
⨁

9.

At Service Providing Server, Sj
10.
34.
11. MSGUatoCS←CIDa,Ba,Pa,Vaj,TSa

35.

12. Ua sends MSGUatoCStoCS;
36. Checks if Xa∗ ?=Xa , if yes then
At Service Providing Server, Sj

37. MSGSjto Ua←Ya,Za

13. Checks if(TSj−TSa<=0)if yes then do

38. Sj sends MSGSjto Uato User;

14.
At User
15.
39.

16.
17. MSGSjtoCS←CIDa,Ba,Vaj,TSa,Ea,Da,Fa,SIDj

40.

18. S j sends MSGSto CSto CS;

41. Check if Z*a?=Za if yes then CS and S j gets
verified by user otherwise the process is

At Control Server, CS
19. checks whether
proceed as

terminated.
, If yes then

42. Finally, a common session key SK=h(Na1⊕Na2
⊕Na3) is computed by all the three parties.

20.
21.

Copyright © 2016 MECS
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The algorithm is represented pictorially in Fig1 and Fig
2.

The proposed scheme ensures mutual authentication
between the user, service providing server and CS.
D. Session key agreement –
A session key is computed by communicating parties
to protect the communication between them. In this
scheme, a session key SK is computed to protect the
communication between the communicating parties. The
calculation of SK is as:SK=h(Na1

Na2

Na3)

E. Password updating/changing –

Fig.1. Registration Phase

For a user’s convenience, it is very necessary to have a
separate mechanism or phase to update or change the
password.
In our scheme, the password can be changed anytime
whenever a user wants to and it is done in coordination
with control server.
F. Resistance to insider attack –

Fig.2. Login and Verification Phase

IV. ANALYSIS
In this section, we are presenting the analysis of our
scheme along with the analysis of the scheme studied for
literature survey.
A. Identity protection and user anonymity –
Identity protection and preserving user anonymity are
two fundamental requirements for an authentication
algorithm. To ensure identity protection user's identity is
passed on a secure channel and to preserve the user
anonymity, the id is not passed directly to the
communication channel.
In our scheme, id is passed on a secure channel in the
registration phase to preserve the identity and in login
phase, the id is not passed directly to preserve user
anonymity.
B. Traceability –
During the verification phase control server can
compute the original id of the user and this feature makes
a user traceable on a control server.
There was no feature of traceability in C.C.Lee et al,
Xiong Li et al and Leu & Hsieh et al scheme, but in our
scheme, original id can be computed as in equation
number 25 and hence the scheme supports traceability,
which is a unique feature.

An insider attack is an intentional misuse of computers
or networks by authorized persons such as administrators.
An insider can perform an offline guessing attack to
obtain users’ passwords. If he becomes successful in
gaining this then he /she may harm other users by
accessing another server with same passwords. He may
also try to forge the smart card for malicious purposes. So,
a good scheme must provide resistance for an insider
attack.
In the proposed scheme, a password is not transmitted
to the server in plain text format and so an insider cannot
easily perform an attack. But a malicious insider user,
possessing a legitimate smart card, can't extract any
secret information even after applying brute force attack
on the elements (Qa, Ra, Ba, h(), b) stored in the smart
card. And hence insider attack will result in nothing to an
attacker.
G. Resistance to stolen smart card attack –
A stolen smart card can help an adversary to break into
the system. An algorithm must be designed in such a way
that an attacker might not be able to derive secret
information from the smart card.
Physical protection methods cannot prevent malicious
attackers to get the stored elements. In Xiong Li et al
scheme, an attacker can extract h(y) from stolen smart
card and further compute
and then
⨁
and with these two parameters, he/she
can spoof as a registration center to other legal users.
In Leu & Hsieh scheme, from the elements stored in
the smart card, the user can directly get h(y). An attacker
Uf first computes

C. Mutual authentication –
Mutual authentication is described as the
authentication of the user to control server and control
server to the user. It is done to ensure tight security.
Copyright © 2016 MECS
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And so
and h(x y) can be obtained by brute
force attack. By knowing these two values, an attacker
can trick a user as being a legitimate service providing
the server.
Physical protection methods [22][23], cannot resist
malicious attackers to get the stored elements, but our
algorithm is so designed that finding stored elements
won't help an attacker in obtaining credentials.
H. Resistance to replay attack –
Replay attack involves intercepting the previous
messages and then replaying them to the intended entity
(e.g. a server) with an intent to be considered a legitimate
user. With this attack, a user can easily impersonate a
legitimate user.
In C.C. Lee et al scheme, there is no resistance to
replay attack, but our proposed scheme resists the attack
by making use of time stamps.
I. Resistance of Denial of Service attack –
Denial of service attack prevents the normal operation
of a server. It involves flooding the server with several
packets so that it becomes busy in handling them leading
to a denial of service to normal operations.
In Xiong Li et al scheme, An attacker will try to replay
login message
then RC will compute

51

does not get verified
and so replay attack won’t succeed but the during this
time if several replay attack are caused then it will make
the registration server busy leading to denial of service.
An attacker will try to replay login message
then
S
will
compute
but Mij does not get verified and so
replay attack won’t succeed but the during this time if
several replay attack are caused then it will make the
server busy leading to denial of service.
But our scheme resists the attack by making use of
time stamps.
J. Masquerade attack –
A masquerade attack is a man in the middle attack.
Masquerading is an active attack. In this type of attack,
an attacker is in between two communicating parties in
such a way that both of them are unaware of its presence
and attacker is monitoring and altering their messages. A
masquerading attack involves eavesdropping the
messages between communicating parties and then
recording them for replay and after recording it may or
may not alter the messages. It is an attack on
confidentiality of data.

Table 2. Comparison of Our Proposed scheme with existing Techniques

S.N.

Security Requirements and Goals

C.C. Lee

Xiong Li

Leu & Hsieh

Our
scheme

1

Anonymity of user &Identity protection

yes

yes

yes

yes

2

Traceability

no

no

no

yes

3

Mutual authentication

yes

yes

yes

yes

4

Session key agreement

yes

yes

yes

yes

5

Password updating/changing

yes

yes

yes

yes

6

Resistance of insider attack

yes

yes

yes

yes

7

Resistance of stolen smart card

yes

no

no

yes

8

Resistance to replay attack

no

yes

yes

yes

9

Resistance of Denial-of-Service attack

no

no

no

yes

10

Masquerade attack

no

no

Yes

No

In Leu & Hsieh scheme, the resistance of masquerade
attack is provided by resisting replay attack even though
with the help of stolen smart card and insider attack an
attacker can masquerade as a legitimate server.
But in our scheme, presence of time stamp validity
check makes replay attack impossible and the scheme is
so designed that with the help of stolen smart card and
insider attack, an attacker will not be able to masquerade
as a legitimate server.

comparative analysis, the scheme is found to be more
efficient and reliable. It satisfies all the essential security
requirements discussed in the paper.
In future, we can reduce the number of computations in
the algorithm to increase the efficiency of the scheme.
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